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RESERVATIONLESS – PLUS ITFS
As business becomes more and more global, conference communications technologies must keep pace. Today,
you're just as likely to have a conference call with business colleagues in Manchester as with those in Minneapolis.
And customers in Singapore will often need to join a call with your salespeople in Seattle. With Reservationless-Plus
International Toll-Free Service (ITFS) from Contact Conference Service, your business associates can take
advantage of toll-free conferencing no matter where in the world they happen to be located.
Reservationless-Plus ITFS offers you all the benefits of on-demand, 24/7 conferencing with the added convenience of
toll-free global connectivity. When compared to dialing out to each person, it offers a much faster way for
internationally located participants to connect to your conference call. Plus, those joining your call won’t incur the
long-distance fees typically associated with overseas dialing.

HERE ARE A FEW WAYS TO PUT RESERVATIONLESS - PLUS ITFS
TO WORK


Provide ITFS numbers to your American team members who travel abroad so they can easily connect
to your regular meetings.



Allow international offices to join US based conference calls and weigh in on issues that affect their
regions.



Entice internationally located prospects to join a sales presentation by eliminating cost-prohibitive long
distance charges.



Communicate with overseas vendors quickly, easily and cost-effectively to answer questions and
resolve issues as they arise.

USING RESERVATIONLESS - PLUS ITFS IS SIMPLE:
1.

Point your browser at www.reservationless-plus.com and click on “Manage Your Account”

2.

Use your Conference Code or Owner Number and your Leader PIN to log in

3.

Click the “View Your Numbers” link to access an alphabetical-by-country list of your ReservationlessPlus ITFS Dial-In Numbers

4.

Make note of the ITFS number that corresponds with the country where your participant is located. Do
this for each international participant that will be dialing in for your call.

5.

Distribute the ITFS number(s) to your internationally located participant(s) along with your Conference
Code and the date and time of the call. NOTE: As a back up, please be sure to distribute your
Reservationless-Plus International Dial-In Number to these participants as well.

Please be sure to check the Reservationless-Plus ITFS Numbers table prior to each conference call as
these dial-in numbers may change periodically.
For additional information about Reservationless-Plus ITFS, contact our Customer Support department
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